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ABDELHAMID ABAAOUD IS DEAD AND SALEH ABDESLAM STILL ON THE RUN
ACTIVELY WANTED B
TERRORISTS OF PARIS ATTACKS BLACK FRIDAY

Paris, Washington DC, 25.11.2015, 02:41 Time

USPA NEWS - "The identity of Adbelhamid Abaaoud has been formally established."explained the prosecutor of Paris, Francois
Molins. Since then, the French scientific police could confirm that Abdelhamid Abaaoud, leader of the gangs attacking Paris is dead
and Abdeslam Saleh in still on the run.

"The identity of Adbelhamid Abaaoud has been formally established."explained the prosecutor of Paris, Francois Molins,. Since then,
the French scientific police could confirm that Abdelhamid Abaaoud, leader of the gangs attacking Paris last Black Friday November
13 is dead attacking Paris . The last terrorist of the gang, Abdeslam Salah is still on the run.-----------
ABDESLAM SALEH IS STILL UNFOUND AS HE IS STILL ON THE RUN IN BELGIUM------------------------------------
There have been at least two deaths in the assault. Everything leads to think that terrorists“� Says Paris Prosecutor, Francois Molins.
The explosion has been checked after examination of the body by scientists. The search for the terrorists is always complicated live. A
man who rents his apartment the attackers pretended not to know those he hosted “. His name is Jawad Bendaoud, has been in
custody for 6 days. An initial custody of two days in accordance with the law was prolonged to 2, then 2 more days, or 144 hours total,
is a maximum record. It was presented to a judge for incarceration, today. According to police, his version does not coincide with
reality and relates his involvement in assisting criminal perpetrators of the attacks in Paris, essentially in lending an apartment in Saint
Denis (Destroyed by the assault of BIS and RAID) to the terrorists. The prosecutor speaks of "conspiratorial apartment", including
other offenses.--------------------------------------------------------------
Jean Marc Falcone, director of the Police of Paris, on BFM TV says describing the Saint Denis city, nearby Paris : “�It was in a city
center with narrow streets, whose buildings and the operation and be thoroughly prepared. There was a fairly resistant armoured
doors and the measures we took to enter them. It's a very complicated operation and was tense. There is also a new form of terrorism
and our units even if they are very equipped must adapt to this new form changing very quickly".

ADBELHAMID ABAAOUD IS IDENTIFED DEAD AFTER THE SAINT DENIS ASSAULT
The Paris prosecutor Francois Molins said Abdelhamid Abaaoud "does not appear in the guards saw, and that the bodies are
examined that night by fingerprints statements shall. But it would have been localised in France through a message received on
November 16, as a phonic and banking testimony . "------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
He has been now identified clearly thank to his matching DNA with from his body and the finger prints found in the kalashnikov he
used during the attacks of Black Friday in Paris on November 13.-----------------------------------------------------
Abdelhamid Abaaoud was the recruiter of Daech and hired his little brother Younes 13 years, the youngest Daech jihadist listed. This
is a figure emblematic. Abdelhamid Abaaoud is the son of a grocer, and led in Moleebeck area of Brussels and studied in a Catholic
high school. This young Belgian man of 28, was sentenced several times for flights to arms hands with his friend Saleh Abdeslam.
There are still two men since the attack research the Stade de France in addition to another jihadist third man of the Seat which
remains unidentified.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Another detail of element is the mobile phone is near a trash nearby the “Bataclan“� concert hall, has revealed a 9:42 p.m. sent SMS
that says "It's gone, we start" the evening of the attack on Friday 13. BFM TV---------------------------------------------------
All these explain -in part- investigation elements which allowed to move as expeditiously and execute an attack of such magnitude and
rapidity of action as Saint Denis, is 2km from Paris.----------------------Source: Interior Ministry and Agencies
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